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It started with three little words: Bold. Front. Door. I typed them into Pinterest and the colors rolled in --
turquoise, magenta, chartreuse -- with captions shouting ''Purple is the new red,'' ''You had me at the
door,'' and ''Don't be afraid to make a statement with color.''

Welcome to the Pinterest rabbit hole, where I spent the better part of August furiously sampling colors
on the side of my garage. After living for four years in a house with peeling white paint and a dreary
black door, I wanted something fresh and cheerful. The task seemed simple: Choose a medium gray
for the shingles with a splash of color for the door. I decided on yellow. What could go wrong?

I scoured endless photographs of fabulous homes with whimsical porch benches and zinnias casually
arranged in tin pots. The images seemed to say, ''The door is one thing, but have you considered your
mailbox?'' And so, like any obsessive home improver, I typed ''vintage mailbox'' into my computer and
learned that something had to be done about mine.

Embark on any home improvement project -- or binge-watch enough HGTV -- and you can easily get
overwhelmed. With scores of design blogs and websites like Apartment Therapy and Remodelista
relentlessly shared on social media platforms like Pinterest, we have more access to ideas than ever
before. An image from one site leads us to another, sending us tumbling through a fractal of curated
photographs. More ideas do not necessarily breed better results. Sometimes, they just give you
heartburn.

This information overload ''leads to complete paralysis,'' said Jill Vegas, an interior decorator and the
author of ''Speed Decorating'' (Taunton Press, 2009). The age of Pinterest has changed how her
clients approach decorating. They now greet her with binders full of printouts of fireplace mantels, and
plenty of anxiety.

The effect ''is huge, it's epic,'' she said. Call it FOMU -- Fear of Messing Up. It's like FOMO, Fear of
Missing Out, but for your living room sofa.

But where would I be without Pinterest? The site has eight billion pins about home decor. This might
explain why 43 percent of Pinners (as the company fondly refers to its users) use it for remodeling,
according to a 2015 report by the market research firm eMarketer. Searches for front doors were up
82 percent in October from the same time a year ago -- and searches for yellow doors were up 57
percent.

''When you come onto Pinterest, you're actually being introduced to many things that you never
thought about,'' said Stephanie Kumar, who oversees audience insights for Pinterest. That's a good
thing, right?

No longer do you have to hire a designer to make a statement with your area rug. Just browse the
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blogs Design Sponge or Paper & Stitch for inspiration. Click on an image on Houzz and you can find
out where to buy that Arco lamp (or a knockoff). Like the whole room? You can hire the person who
decorated it.

''These things exist that I didn't even know existed before, and now I covet them,' '' said Liza
Hausman, a vice president for industry marketing at Houzz.

All this information is supposed to make us feel enlightened, and sometimes it does. ''Clients come to
me feeling more empowered and more independent than before,'' said Debra Kling, a color consultant
who works in the New York City area and shares Pinterest boards with clients to help generate ideas.

During my quest for a perfect color, I found enthusiastic do-it-yourself articles on how to paint my door
and that mailbox, too, with its swirling ornate metalwork. It almost seemed like fun. Maybe I could
make a crafty wreath, too. But then I talked to Jenna Andersen, the creator of Pinterest Fail, a blog
''where good intentions come to die.'' The blog chronicles ill-fated projects like someone's fruitless
attempt to salvage an upholstered armchair with spray paint.

Ms. Andersen is remodeling the four-bedroom house that she bought with her husband last year in
Redwood City, Calif. She considered converting a midcentury dresser into a bathroom vanity, but then
reality set in. ''I'm actually not that person; I don't buy things and adapt them,'' she said of her idea to
waterproof a surface that was not designed to get wet. ''Pinterest made me think that I could somehow
do it.''

Describing her ambitious plan as ''a fail waiting to happen,'' Ms. Andersen adopted a new renovation
mantra -- DISE or Do It Someone Else -- and bought an off-the-shelf vanity from a store.

I'm not a color consultant, yet pictures make it easy to forget that a professional probably selected that
amazing hue (and another one photographed it, with proper lighting). Do I really understand the subtle
differences between Benjamin Moore's Golden Nugget and Sunflower?

''There is a skill set associated with doing this,'' said Danielle Colding, a New York City interior
designer. ''It is something that people get paid to do, and there's a reason for that.''

Spend enough hours on sites like Design Love Fest and Lark & Linen and you can be persuaded to
covet almost any look, losing sight of what you actually like.

Molly Erdman created the parody blog Catalog Living and wrote the book ''Catalog Living at Its Most
Absurd'' (Plume, 2012) because she was baffled by catalog pictures that suggested readers do things
like, say, adorn a mantel with little woodland creatures. But even she could not resist the lure of design
blogs and catalogs. ''I got sucked in,'' she said.

Ms. Erdman, who lives in Los Angeles, found herself ogling antler wall decorations. ''One the one
hand, you're sort of thinking, 'Oh, this is silly.' But I kind of really want it, too,'' she said. And then one
day, inexplicably, she bought a decorative bird cage and put a porcelain owl inside it. ''I had to take a
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long hard look at myself and say, 'What have I done?' ''

I asked myself that very question as I stood on the sidewalk one late summer morning gazing at my
blazing yellow door, with its matching mailbox. A neighbor stopped to admire the work. ''It's the
happiest house on the block,'' she said. If only she knew how little joy was involved in making it so.
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